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2/13/2018 Response to Comments

# Agency Date Page, Reference, 
Figure or Category

Comment Response (by sponsor) Page in 2/13/18 
Presentation

Follow Up Comment by 
Planning (2/13/18)

e.g. Planning 1-Oct Figure 1 - Community 
improvements: neighborhood 
Infrastructure

An entire neighborhood park should be delivered for first 1,000 
units, as per Design Standards & Guidelines 2.24

1 Planning General This has been mentioned previously by the 
Project Sponsor as an option: Can we incorporate 
the historic shorelines as a street design 
element? E.g. paving patterns/ plaques on the 
sidewalk and streets

DPW will not allow decorative 
plaques/patterns in the public ROW. 

No figure Noted that DPW will likely 
express concerns about 
maintenance and Project 
Sponsor prefers to stick to 
standard DPW treatment. 
Consider how to incorporate 
this idea into open space and 
in private realm. 

2 SFMTA 11-Jan General How would arena parking/use of lot affect flow of 
traffic? Request for environmental review to 
analyze parking demand/access during events.

Noted. We will work with Environmental 
Planning to determine the correct set of 
assumptions. The project is not providing 
more than the permitted number of 
accessory parking spaces, however, any 
accessory office spaces that are unused 
during the daytime, evenings, or weekends 
would be available for public parking, 
including visitors to the Warriors stadium. 
There is no guarantee that a specific 
number of spaces would be available to 
such visitors, nor is there a guarantee that 
they would want to park at this distance 
from the stadium. 

No figure Please confirm assumptions 
with EP and consultants.

3 Planning 11-Jan General Concern about conflicts between PDR loading, 
bike access, vehicular off-street parking access, 
and transit access on Maryland. Proposed 
strategies to address?

Any potential conflicts will be reviewed and 
resolved through ongoing coordination with 
Planning and MTA. There is no PDR 
planned onMaryland. Off Street parking 
access is limited to Blocks 11 and 12 
because these buildings have very limited 
frontage for loadng/off-street parking 
access (other frontages are parks or blue 
greenway bike facility on 23rd Street). The 
project is committed to protecting 
pedestrians and bicyclists and will continue 
to fine tune the plans with an eye to this. 

11 and 12 Planning clarified that 
concern is around 
ped/bike/auto/transit conflict 
due to loading docks on 
Maryland. Acknowleged by 
Project Sponsor and will 
continue to consider as D4D 
is fleshed out. May handle 
through restrictions on 
loading hours, etc.
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5 Planning Humboldt/Geogia Cross-
Section

On Georgia and portion of Humboldt without 
transit, could travel lanes be reduced to 10' with a 
3' buffer (rather than 11' and 2')?

Yes - Please see updated section in PDF 
(pg 13). 

13 MTA feels that painted 
buffers are ineffective at 
calming traffic and become a 
maintenance issue.

However, Planning remains 
concerned about 12' and 13' 
travel lanes without some 
kind of traffic calming 
strategies. Planning urges 
the project sponsor to 
explore creative traffic 
calming options. Some ideas 
to consider:

1) visually narrowing the 
travel lanes by paving 
parking lane and buffer 
space with permeable pavers 
(ideal) or concrete.

2) Striping painted islands at 
intersections to funnel traffic 
and create a sense of 
necking down at 
intersections.

3) As discussed, a mid-block 
table top and crossing at 
Louisiana Street/Paseo.
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6 Planning Shared Lane Cross 
Sections

Please develop new cross section for shared 
alleys to reflect discussion in meetings: should 
visually narrow roadway to clearly distinguish 
between pedestrian and vehicle zones. 

P+W and CMG to work on refining this 
approach. A new proposed option being 
considerd for Delaware/Louisiana is 
provided. Awaiting Kevin Jensen's review.

QUESTION TO MTA: If we do two-way 
traffic on a shared lane, do we need 
bollards?

14 Additional design work 
needed related to ability to 
accommodate loading based 
on discussion with MTA. 
Please share updated design 
options when prepared.

Planning supports shared 
street design and would like 
to see a design solution to 
loading concerns addressed 
within this street typology. 

Note that proposed cross-
section currently shows 27' 
clear as opposed to SFFD-
required 26' clear.

Instead of tactile warning 
strips, consider using 
channelized drainage to 
delineate shared lane from 
pedestrian throughway.

7 Planning Craig Lane Cross 
Section

Given that Craig Lane is one way, is it possible to 
widen sidewalks to provide more comfortable 
pedestrian access? Possible to make this street 
part of the green street infrastructure and feel less 
like a back alley?

In discussion with SFFD - PPS is 
requesting exemption to the "20-feet 
clearance requirement" for emergency 
vehicles to include only a 14-foot lane for 
vehicles to pass by. For the majority of the 
street this would let us expand to 6' 
sidewalks with planting (for stormwater). At 
intervals where we would locate loading 
this would reduce to  4-foot sidewalks on 
both sides.

15 and 16 OK, thank you. Do you have 
a rough estimate of % 
loading cross-section vs. 
standard cross-section?

8 Planning Cross Sections (Figure 
16, 23rd Street west of 
Georgia)

A 5' bikeway is too narrow, and 7' planting seems 
unreasonably wide given narrow bike lane.  
Suggest a 7' bikeway and 5' planting zone.

The distance of this section is only about 
150' long. It seems like too short a 
distance for a change in the width of the 
bike lane.

17 OK

9 Planning Cross Sections and 
Framework Principle 7

In your graphics, please begin to highlight green 
infrastructure associated with streets. Good to 
know for staff reviewing plans that are not as 
familiar with the project--also good to start 
understanding the where/how of these facilities.

Understood. P+W and CMG to work on 
refining this approach. In progress for D4D 
submittal in March.

Thanks
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10 Planning 11-Jan PDR Pages 14, 34, 37, 
38

The figures with potential locations for parking 
entries and loading bays indicate that the west 
side of Block 5 has been identified as a potential 
location for these entries (presumably with access 
from Humbolt Street). The street types figure 
doesn’t show street access on that side of Block 
5. Please confirm whether there is the intention of 
adding an alley or street along the west side of 
Block 5.

The west side of Block 5 (Michigan Alley) 
will function more as a driveway with 
vehicular access to loading for a potential 
grocery store, and garage access to the 
District Garage.  
P+W and CMG to work on refining the 
design of this space and advise on how we 
will address pedestrian and vehicular 
access. One alternative design proposed 
on page 17.

18 Pedestrian access needed 
on west side of Michigan 
Alley? Seems potentially 
confusing to have a half-
shared street with a curb on 
one side but not on the other. 
Consider reapportioning 
pedestrian throughway width 
on west side to the sidewalk 
on the east side while 
narrowing the planting arrea 
on the west side in order to 
maintain 26' clear. Or just 
convert to fully shared 
street?

11 Planning 11-Jan PDF Page 19 Per P70 SSMP, note that Delaware street will 
continue through to 22nd Street. Louisiana Street 
may or may not continue to 22nd.

Ok, noted. The Delaware continuation to 
22nd Street will help facilitate the fire truck 
access.

19 OK

12 Planning 11-Jan PDF Pages 21 and 26 4.5' bulbouts are not minimum 6' standard and 
would leave too much room at corners.  Are 
utilities already maxed out that we can't have 6' 
bulbouts? Utility lines can run under bulbouts for 
short lengths. 

Turning movements and utility spacing 
maximizes the bulb-out design. Detailed 
sections part of Infrastructure Plan.

See Infra Plan 
(Draft 
forthcoming)

If smaller bulbouts needed to 
accommodate transit, OK. 
Generally ask to maximize 
bulbout width wherever 
possible.

13 Planning 11-Jan PDF Pages 22-25, Utility 
Sections 3 -6  (23rd 
Street)

23rd St utility sections do not match the 
corresponding illustrative sections. Please update 
so that PUC has appropriate plans to evaluate. 

Noted, fixed in Infrastructure Plan 
diagrams (Draft forthcoming).

See Infra Plan 
(Draft 
forthcoming)

OK

14 Planning 11-Jan PDF Page 28, Utility 
Section 9

Clarify the role of Georgia Street. Is it private or 
public? Will it be treated like the shared 
alleyways? Illustrative sections show two different 
ROW concepts whereas this section only shows 
one. 13' is too wide for each travel lane without 
some kind of visual (or actual) narrowing. 

Georgia is a public street that will have 
curbs and utilities underneath. 
We have reduced the travel lanes to 10' 
and have added a bike lane (6') 
northbound, on the uphill side to achieve 
narrower lanes, a more complete bike 
network, and the 26' clear for fire access. 
There will be a 6' sidewalk on the east side 
and am 8' sidewalk on the west side with 4' 
throughway, and 4' of space that will flex 
between having trees with ADA tree 
grates, stormwater treatment areas, and 
intervals of passing zones for enhanced 
mobility.

20 OK

15 Planning 11-Jan PDF Page 29 Note: raised table top crosswalks  need to be 
signed off by SFFD--requires a different approval 
path than plan checking

Understood. 
We are proposing a 4-inch curb with 2-in 
raised table top. 4" meets accessibility 
requirements for curb height, and 2" 
tabletop meets fire's maximum height 
change.

21 OK
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16 Planning 11-Jan Delaware Street 
PDF Pages 31 and 32, 
Utility Sections 12 and 
13

Suggest using paving/striping to visually narrow 
the roadway to 20'-22'.  14' and 12' lanes are too 
wide, particularly for a street bordering a park.

Aggreed and updated as proposed.

QUESTION TO MTA: Should we keep 
lanes striped at 10' even where bus lanes 
drive? They can physically drive on the 
painted buffer and this will serve to help 
calm traffic. Or is this confusing for buses?

21 See comment #5 above.

17 Planning 11-Jan PDF Page 32 If raised/special crosswalks proposed for 
Delaware at Park, consider expanding area to 
encompass a longer stretch of Delaware. Similar 
to waterfront street on P70.

This is an interesting idea and P+W and 
CMG working to refine this approach.

21 OK

24 Planning 22-Jan Maryland and Delaware 
Streets @ Park

In favor of 2" table top crossing for traffic calming 
if allows for reduced visual clutter on the sidewalk 
(e.g. no bollards, no truncated domes) vs. flush 
table top

Thank you, noted. Needs to be 
coordinated with DPW, PUC and Fire. We 
will continue the conversation with all 
relevant agencies.

21 OK

18 Planning 11-Jan PDF Page 34 Is Fire Access absolutely necessary on the alley 
street segments of Delaware & Louisiana?

On Delaware: Yes, since 50% of building 
has to be accessible to fire
On Louisiana: Only if the block is 
developed as two separate buildings.

22 OK, please note in D4D.

19 SFMTA 11-Jan PDR Page 35 Add building lobby frontage on southern facing 
façade of Block 12, as discussed.

Where fire access is provided (S-E corner) 
we have added Building Address frontage. 
For the remainder of the frontage, the 
boarding island and bus stop puts fire 
trucks too far from building face (over 30' 
distance).

23 OK

20 Planning & 
SFMTA

11-Jan PDF Page 36 Coordinate with MTA on locations and size of 
commercial loading. Are 20' zones viable? Given 
the concentration of retail at Humboldt and 
Maryland, are is there enough commercial loading 
available?

Loading zones across the site have been 
sized to fit the specified range of 
commercial delivery vehicles, per the 
vehicle mix noted in the SF Guidelines.
Note on page referenced was incorrect, we 
used 22’ as the space length for these 
small vehicles, not 20’. 

24 OK, new drawing appears to 
show additional commercial 
loading space. 

21 Planning 11-Jan PDF Page 38 On block 2, possible to move parking garage 
ingress/egress located on Humboldt to Louisiana?

Updated diagram to show entry for Block  
2 access off of Louisana.

25 OK

4 Planning 22-Jan General Particularly on 23rd Street and Humboldt Streets, 
please coordinate with PG&E to ensure a 
welcoming streetscape past the switchyard 
facilities--turn the "unwelcome mat" into a 
"welcome mat"!

Noted. We are designing new street 
improvements on 23rd Street and Humbolt 
and will continue the conversation with 
PG&E to ensure the best possible 
welcome to the project site.

26 OK

22 SFMTA 22-Jan General On streets with transit, street trees with narrower 
canopies are better to reduce conflict with buses 
when roadway construction occurs and vehicles 
have to hug the curb. Be sure to check with Better 
Streets Plan standards.

Noted. This will be captured in the D4D 
through the specification of street trees for 
these streets.

No figure OK

23 Planning 22-Jan General Note need to coordinate with Public Works on 
maintenance of non-standard streetscape 
fixtures.

We will use standard streetscape fixtures 
or we will coordinate with DPW.

No figure OK
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25 SFMTA 22-Jan PDF Page 18 Make sure 22nd/Georgia and Georgia/Humboldt 
intersections will accommodate bus/shuttle turns.

We have updated shuttle routes to come 
down Illinois Street in the event that Pier 
70 has not yet been built (better turn off of 
23rd Street at signal)

27 OK

26 Planning 22-Jan PDF Page 34 Beautiful example, but metal benches can get 
very hot in the summer. Consider options that 
maintain thermal comfort year-round.

Noted. This will be captured in the D4D 
through the specification of street 
furnishings.

No figure OK

27 Planning 22-Jan PDF Page 35 Where are tree grates being considered? Site 
wide or just in specific areas? In general DPW is 
moving away from tree grates except in high 
traffic pedetrian zones.

Noted. Our specific strategy for the 
placement of tree grates will be detailed in 
the D4D.

No figure OK

28 Planning 22-Jan PDF Page 36 Where is pedestrian lighting being considered? D4D Plan diagrams being developed to 
detail street plans to include lighting.

No figure OK

29 Planning 22-Jan PDF Page 41 Interested to see what kind of ground floor 
residential typologies are being considered.

P+W to work on refining this approach. No figure OK

30 Planning 22-Jan PDF Page 44 Like the idea of industrial-scale awnings to 
respond to awnings on PDR buildings on south 
side of street.

Thank you, noted. 28
OK
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